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Starting with traditional ECG scan recorded images

* Traditional ECG only shows Pwave as a convoluted atrial muscle signal.

* Traditional ECG cannot display self-conduction system electrical signals.

* Atrioventricular node {AVN} is the main source of arrhythmia.

* The new ECG can display specific atrioventricular node [AVN] electrical signals.

** This includes existing ECG electrical signals that can display atrial waves.
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In electrophysiology today, the Atrioventricular Node cannot be tested.  What if we could?  What 
mysteries can be discovered?  

Electrical signal conduction begins in the sinus atrial node (SAN) and leads into the atrioventricular 
node (AVN).  Afterwards, the H-P system or Purkinje’s Fibers network transmits these signals 
through to the rest of the myocardium.  Intracardiac electricity conduction takes places through P 
cells (pacemaker) and T cells (transistor).  These pacemaker cells are present from start to finish of 
each heartbeat.  These P cells originate in the SAN and AVN may present themselves in the 
cardiomyocytes of the ventricles, dependent upon blocks.  

The saahEKG is capable capturing, acquiring, and differentiating the signals of the atrioventricular 
node (AVN).  With this understanding, we can ask the question:  “Why does premature ventricular 
contractions [PVC] take place?”  

In our observation of the phenomena of PVC, we have discovered that an abnormal AVN heartbeat 
takes place prior to the premature ventricular beat.  This abnormal AVN displays less amplitude on 
the Y-axis.  This may be caused of an obstruction in conductivity between the fast and slow pathways 
within the AVN.  We have witnessed the following in the lead up to a PVC:  
[1]  Normal Heartbeat (s)
[2]  Abnormal AVN wavelet(s) amplitude / shape
[3]  Premature Ventricular Contraction or Beat







Case I:

Traditional EKG:  normal
Saah EKG:  AVN waveform pattern changed. 
HV interval normal; PA interval elongated >35 ms, 
Atrial wave disappeared.  AVN waveform 
morphology and pattern changed.

* We continued to scan and record this patient’s 
data for five hours.  Please see next slide.  
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Case I continued:  
Both Saah EKG and Traditional EKG:  found three instances of premature 
ventricular contractions (PVC).  
Saah EKG:  heartbeat prior to PVC contains abnormal AVN waveform.



Case I 
Top: Without PVC
Bottom: With PVC

During both of 
these tests, the 
saah EKG picked up 
AVN waveform 
abnormality.  

We believe this 
abnormal AVN 
waveform patterns 
phenomena to be 
consistent with PVC. 





Case 2:  Premature Atrial Contractions (PAC)
Saah EKG:  patient displays HV interval missing wavelet (HV 
interval data abnormal 17,15,14,16,16ms, normal HV interval 
range between 35~55ms).  [In normal patients, there should 
exists two wavelets where the red arrows indicate]  

* We continued to scan and record this patient’s data for 
two hours.  Please see next slide.  
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Case 2:
Patient’s heart rate at 111bpm.
Both saah EKG and traditional EKG:  found instances of premature atrial 
contractions (PAC).
Saah EKG:  heartbeats prior to PAC are missing a HV interval wavelet.



Case 2
Top: Without PAC
Bottom:  With PAC

During both of 
these tests, the 
saah EKG picked 
up a missing HV 
wavelet. P8 & P10
cracking in the top. 

We believe this HV 
& AH interval 
wavelet patterns  
phenomena to be 
consistent with 
abnormal signals. 





Case 3:  On the three heart beats prior to the 
second PVC
Saah EKG:  2nd PVC before beats, P1 likes a like 
normal, P2 abnormal waveform, P3 abnormal 
waveform,  see red triangle. 
(AVN abnormality in patterns and morphology.)
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The saahEKG’s patterns are very clear and easily distinguishable.  There 
exists a fundamental morphology, which will vary slightly from person to 
person.  

* In the PA interval, exists the Atrial wave. 
* In the AH interval represents the AVN.  There exists two specific types:  
one with 3 wavelets and one with 2 wavelets.  These types depend on the 
velocity of the heart rate.  The type with 3 wavelets represent the three 
different anatomical sites of  the AVN:  AN, N, and NH.  The type with 2 
wavelets represent the fast and slow pathways of the AVN.  This is because 
the AN part and the N part are combined.  
* The HV interval represents the Bundles of His and the Bundle Branches.  

If extra or missing wavelets, elevated or descended patterns and 
morphology changes equate to abnormal test results.     

We are continuing to discover  the intricacies of the saahEKG waveform /
data and the different diseases it represents.  


